Einstein's theory of gravity-the general theory of relativity 1 -is based on the universality of free fall, which specifies that all objects accelerate identically in an external gravitational field. In contrast to almost all alternative theories of gravity 2 , the strong equivalence principle of general relativity requires universality of free fall to apply even to bodies with strong self-gravity. Direct tests of this principle using Solar System bodies 3,4 are limited by the weak selfgravity of the bodies, and tests using pulsar-white-dwarf binaries 5, 6 have been limited by the weak gravitational pull of the Milky Way. PSR J0337+1715 is a hierarchical system of three stars (a stellar triple system) in which a binary consisting of a millisecond radio pulsar and a white dwarf in a 1.6-day orbit is itself in a 327-day orbit with another white dwarf. This system permits a test that compares how the gravitational pull of the outer white dwarf affects the pulsar, which has strong self-gravity, and the inner white dwarf. Here we report that the accelerations of the pulsar and its nearby whitedwarf companion differ fractionally by no more than 2.6 × 10 −6 . For a rough comparison, our limit on the strong-field Nordtvedt parameter, which measures violation of the universality of free fall, is a factor of ten smaller than that obtained from (weak-field) Solar System tests 3,4 and a factor of almost a thousand smaller than that obtained from other strong-field tests 5, 6 . We observed PSR J0337+1715 with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) and the William E. Gordon telescope at the Arecibo Observatory (AO). We have more than 800 observations spanning approximately six years, which total about 1,200 h on-source. During each observation we folded (summed in time) the rotationally modulated radio signal from the pulsar according to a preliminary model for the its sky position, spin rate and orbital motion. We recorded flux density as a function of rotational phase, radio frequency and time. We processed these observations using standard techniques in precision pulsar timing 7 (Methods). We further averaged the data in time and frequency; most observations are averaged into roughly 20-min integrations with 20-MHz bandwidth. We compared each folded profile to a standard template (Extended Data Fig. 1 ) to determine how early or late the pulses arrived compared to our reference model. This resulted in approximately 27,000 multifrequency pulse time-of-arrival measurements, with a formal weighted root-mean-square uncertainty of 1.0 μs (for individual telescope datasets: AO, 0.4 μs; GBT, 1.3 μs; WSRT, 1.6 μs).
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To accommodate the complex three-body interactions in the system, we modelled the orbits by directly integrating the equations of motion 8 .
To enable tests of the general theory of relativity, we include parameterized post-Newtonian 9 interactions between bodies. This framework allows essentially all gravitational theories to be approximated to first post-Newtonian order. If we forbid preferred-frame and preferredlocation effects as well as non-conservation of momentum, then theories in this framework are parameterized by β, which measures the nonlinearity of gravity, and γ, which measures the degree to which gravity curves space-time. Both of these parameters take the value 1 in general relativity. We chose a point-particle Lagrangian that permits arbitrarily strong gravity internal to the bodies and parameterized post-Newtonian interactions between them 10 . We then used computer algebra 11 to construct equations of motion. Each orbit was specified by an initial system configuration at modified Julian date (MJD) 55,920.0 (2011 December 25 00:00:00 utc). The evolution of this configuration was governed by β, γ and the strong equivalence principle (SEP)-violation parameter Δ. Because the self-gravity of the pulsar (which is a neutron star) exceeds that of the white dwarfs by a factor 10 4 and the SEP violation that we seek arises from self-gravity, we neglect possible SEP violations in the white dwarfs. Therefore, following ref. 12 , we define Δ = m G /m I − 1, the fractional difference between the inertial (m I ) and gravitational (m G ) masses of the pulsar. The SEP is satisfied only if Δ = 0.
Our fitting procedure simulated orbits for trial sets of parameters. Once an orbit had been simulated, we used a linear least-squares fitting process to measure parameters such as the spin period of the pulsar and its offset from a reference sky position (Methods) and to obtain a goodness-of-fit parameter χ 2 . We repeated this for many orbits to search the space of parameters for the best fit, residuals from which are shown in Fig. 1 . We also computed numerical derivatives of the bestfitting orbit with respect to each parameter. This process gave us best-fit values and formal uncertainties on all parameters. We did not constrain the parameterized post-Newtonian parameters β and γ. By contrast, our observations and analysis procedure are able to constrain Δ.
The results of our fitting process are provided in Extended Data Tables 1-3. We measure Δ = −1.1 × 10 −6 with a formal 1σ uncertainty of 2 × 10 −7
. We caution that the formal uncertainties that we provide do not include systematic effects such as excess delays caused by the variable solar wind (our line of sight to PSR J0337+1715 passes within 2.1° of the Sun every year) or refractive variations in the scattering time (roughly 30 ns). Such effects can be strongly correlated between measurements and can thus affect best-fit values substantially (and statistically significantly), despite being much smaller than the formal uncertainties on the pulse arrival times.
To obtain a realistic limit on Δ, we carried out a systematics analysis procedure on the residuals from our fit. The key idea was to look at the 'signature' of a non-zero Δ-that is, the effect on an orbit of introducing a non-zero Δ and then fitting for all other parameters (as in Fig. 1c) . The differential acceleration introduced by a non-zero Δ shifts the orbit of the pulsar towards the outer companion. In the residuals from fitting all parameters except Δ, this effect produces a sinusoid with frequency 2f inner − f outer (where f inner and f outer are the inner and outer orbital frequencies, respectively; Methods). This signature differs from the (f inner − f outer )-frequency behaviour that is sought in lunar laser-ranging experiments 4 because pulsar timing measures the line-of-sight distance,
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so the signature of a non-zero Δ is additionally modulated by f inner (Methods). We can also compute the signature of a non-zero Δ using our orbit simulator; see . The fact that the signature has a simple sinusoidal form suggests that, to understand how systematics might affect the measured value of Δ, we should look at sinusoids with similar frequencies kf inner + lf outer (where k and l are integers). In Fig. 2 we show the results of fitting many such sinusoids to the residuals from our best fit. The distribution of coefficients of these sinusoids implies a 1σ scatter of 22 ns on the component that corresponds to the signature of a non-zero Δ (Methods). We thus obtain Δ = (−1.09 ± 0.74) × 10
, which is consistent with the pattern of residuals from an SEP-violating model after fitting a model with Δ fixed to zero. Blue and red show our actual observational sampling, whereas greyscale simulates uniform sampling. We claim that we would have detected the structure pictured in c if it had been present in b; note the different scales. Our systematics analysis procedure looks for structures in the residuals similar to that in c to quantify the presence of noise that might masquerade as an SEP violation. The length and direction of each arrow represents the amplitude and phase of a sinusoid, respectively. Each point represents a frequency that is the sum of a harmonic of the inner orbital frequency f inner plus a harmonic of the outer orbital frequency f outer . For reference, the length of the black arrow corresponds to an amplitude of 50 ns in the pulse arrival times for a given frequency. Blue arrows represent residuals from the fit. Ellipses represent 1σ arrow lengths determined from the formal uncertainties on our data; note that there are many signals present above this level. Red arrows represent the signature of an SEP violation of Δ = 2.6 × 10 −6 . The longest red arrow-our limit on detectable signals-is 78 ns. Letter reSeArCH zero at the 2σ level. This implies a 95%-confidence-level upper limit of |Δ| < 2.6 × 10
. We explored the effect of fitting various subsets of our data and of handling physical effects in different ways. The values that we report in Extended Data Table 2 are calculated using the best method that we found; the results from this and other approaches are presented in Table 1 . In each alternative approach, the limits that we obtain on Δ are compatible, but less constraining.
Our result is a direct test of the SEP: in the gravitational pull of the outer white dwarf, the pulsar and the inner white dwarf experience accelerations that differ fractionally by |Δ| < 2.6 × 10 . The most similar previous test is based on the (non-)evolution of the eccentricity of the pulsar-white dwarf binary PSR J1713+0747 falling in the gravitational pull of the Milky Way; this test yields |Δ| < 2 × 10 −3 (95% confidence) in a physically similar situation 6 , but its sensitivity is limited by the low acceleration, which is 10 −8 times that in our system. We are therefore able to improve on this previous limit by almost three orders of magnitude. Neutron-star experiments are particularly valuable because in many alternative theories of gravity the strong curvature of space-time inside the neutron star-among the largest accessible to observation 13 would change its gravitational properties relative to those of less-compact objects. Among the many likely consequences of this change are SEP violation and the emission of dipolar gravitational waves.
To understand the theoretical implications of our result or to compare our result to other tests of the SEP, including indirect ones, we need to select a framework that parameterizes alternative theories of gravity. The parameterized post-Newtonian formalism 9 parameterizes most alternative theories to first post-Newtonian order. Although the interactions between bodies in the PSR J0337+1715 system are adequately described at this order, the interior of the pulsar is a strong-field region, and it is precisely this region that may cause SEP violations. The parameterized post-Newtonian framework is therefore insufficient to describe our result 14, 15 . Although other strong-field frameworks are available 16 (Methods), we choose the family of quasi-Brans-Dicke theories 17 . These theories, inspired in part by Mach's principle 18 , add a scalar field φ to general relativity. The gravitational constant G measured in a Cavendish experiment depends on the local value of φ. Within the family, α 0 and β 0 are parameters that select a particular theory (note that this β 0 is different from the parameterized post-Newtonian parameter β). Although Solar System experiments are able to constrain α 0 , for large negative values of β 0 the phenomenon of 'spontaneous scalarization' occurs in neutron stars 19 , allowing the value of φ inside them to be of order unity regardless of the weak-field behaviour. Quasi-Brans-Dicke theories are therefore well constrained by pulsar experiments; we summarize several key results, along with our constraint, in Fig. 3 . In particular, this framework allows us to compare our own strong-field SEP test with the weak-field lunar laser-ranging test 4 , a weak-field SEP test with MESSENGER 3 , the weak-field light-bending test based on the Cassini mission 20 and pulsar tests that place upper limits on the emission of gravitational dipole radiation 21, 22 . In the regime in which spontaneous scalarization does not occur (β 0 greater than about −4), our result provides the strongest upper limit on α 0 and hence the most stringent constraint on how gravity can deviate from the predictions of Einstein's general theory of relativity within the family of strong-field theories. We also improve markedly upon all other direct tests of the SEP.
Future results from the Gaia mission are expected to improve substantially on the light-bending limit obtained with Cassini 23 , providing an improved indirect weak-field constraint. Although gravitational-wave observatories such as LIGO can carry out indirect strong-field SEP tests based on dipole gravitational radiation, even next-generation gravitational-wave detectors such as the Einstein Telescope and the Cosmic Explorer may not 24 improve on the direct SEP test obtained from PSR J0337+1715. On the other hand, detection templates for the Cosmic Explorer and Einstein Telescope need to involve dipole gravitational radiation only in the circumstances in which spontaneous scalarization might occur (when β 0 is less than about −4, the neutron star mass is in certain ranges, and certain equation-of-state assumptions are satisfied).
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Precision timing. Arecibo observations were taken with the L-band Wide receiver, which has a dual linear polarization feed, and an 800-MHz band was recorded with the Puerto Rican Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument (PUPPI). GBT observations were taken with the L-band receiver, which has dual linear feeds, and an 800-MHz band was recorded with the Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument 26 (GUPPI). WSRT observations were taken with the Multi-Frequency Front End receivers, which have dual linear feeds. A single tied-array beam on the sky was formed (using phase and polarization calibration determined by the observatory), and a 160-MHz band was recorded with the Pulsar Machine II 27 (PuMa II). All observations were coherently dedispersed 28 . Although we generally follow best practices developed by the pulsar timing array community 7 , PSR J0337+1715 has a few unusual features that force us to adopt additional techniques. Unknown additional features, or known features that we were not able to compensate for completely, introduce systematic structure in our residuals. Our systematics analysis procedure serves to estimate their effect on the key parameter Δ, and our reported uncertainty includes the estimated effect of this systematic structure.
The full model describing the motion of the pulsar is too complicated to use in real-time observing. We therefore observed while folding 10-s integrations using the pulsar period predicted from a two-non-interacting-Keplerian model 8 (BTX) or a single-Keplerian-orbit model with varying parameters (BTX also) that is understood by the standard pulsar timing tool TEMPO. These simplified models predict pulse phases that can differ from the observed phases by a substantial fraction of a pulse period towards the end of our observing span. It is therefore necessary to correct the folded archives by phase-shifting the recorded profiles to match the predictions of the full model. This ensures that when we averaged archives into 20-min spans they were already aligned so that no further time smearing occurred. At the same time, by comparing the observing ephemeris to the full model, we were able to compute the phase drift of the observing model within each 10-s integration. It is impossible to correct for this smearing; its amplitude is typically around 200 ns and can be as large as 1,500 ns. More problematically, the model errors can easily be correlated with the inner or outer orbital phase, possibly in the same way as the signature of the SEP violation that we are looking for. This may explain some of the systematics that we detect, and we recommend that future observations be carried out with the more accurate short-term folding models that we currently use to realign archives. We plan to release a bundle of such short-term ephemerides covering at least the next few years.
The pulse profile from PSR J0337+1715 includes substantial linear polarization, varying as a function of pulse phase (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Because all of our telescopes measure orthogonal pairs of polarizations directly, reconstructing the total intensity profile depends on accurate polarimetric calibration. The WSRT undergoes polarization calibration as part of the tied-array beam-forming process. Calibration data, including a feed and dish model, is available for the GBT, in addition to the noise diode scans that we took before each observation. Unfortunately, no feed and dish model is available for AO, and we found that despite our use of diode scans we were not able to calibrate AO polarimetry in some observations. Specifically, we have examples of AO observations where even with the best available calibration the reconstructed Stokes I (total intensity) profile differs substantially in shape from the standard template observation; in these cases a suitable polarization transformation is able to match the template to the observation. We therefore adopted a technique similar to 'matrix template matching' 29 : when we compare each observation to our accurately calibrated polarimetric template (shown in Extended Data Fig. 1) , we fit for an arbitrary Mueller matrix, an offset in each of the Stokes parameters and a phase shift, transforming the template Stokes parameters to match the observed ones (the Stokes parameters summarize the polarization content of an averaged signal and consist of total intensity I, two components of linear polarization Q and U, and circular polarization V). This process makes our pulse arrival times largely insensitive to polarization calibration and also allows the polarization structure of the pulsar to constrain the timing, yielding a 15% improvement in fit uncertainties compared to a fit using only the total intensity.
Standard practice in precision pulsar timing is to take low-frequency (for example, 430 MHz) observations quasi-simultaneously with each high-frequency (typically 1,400 MHz) observation to better constrain dispersion-measure variations. Our AO observations were taken in this mode, and on some days WSRT data were acquired at 350 MHz. Unfortunately, we found that if we included this lowfrequency data (using a template based on a bright AO 430-MHz observation) our estimate of the systematics in the post-fit timing residuals became measurably worse. This may be the result of interstellar scintillation and scattering: at 1,400 MHz, we observe scintillation with a typical frequency structure of 5 MHz. This predicts 30 ,31 a scattering tail of 30 ns, varying by a factor of roughly two on timescales of months owing to refractive scintillation. This is comparable to the size of the signals that we are looking for. Although such scintillation is a minor systematic effect on the 1,400-MHz data, the scattering timescale is predicted to increase as the negative fourth power of observing frequency 31 , giving a scattering timescale of roughly 8 μs at 430 MHz, large enough to complicate our use of low-frequency data. We therefore omitted these low-frequency observations in our primary fit (but see Table 1 for an evaluation of their effect on our result when included).
Our observations primarily record frequencies of 1,100-1,900 MHz. We expect the intrinsic profile of the pulsar to vary as a function of frequency across this range. Nevertheless, we use the single pulse profile template shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 for all observations in this band. We therefore expect there to be a modest frequency-dependent but time-independent time shift in our data. To compensate for this, we fix the dispersion measure and fit for a delay that is a polynomial function of the logarithm of frequency 7 . Using the F test we found that four terms were sufficient to model this variability. We therefore include four parameters in our timing model to describe this frequency variation.
Because the ecliptic latitude of PSR J0337+1715 is only 2.1°, every March our line of sight to the pulsar passes very close to the Sun. The solar wind then contributes potentially substantial extra dispersion measure to these observations. Although we fit for an idealized solar-wind model each year (see below), we know that the solar wind is time-variable and not spherically symmetric. We therefore excise all data for which the line of sight passed within 5° of the Sun; this keeps the predicted excess delays due to the solar wind below a few microseconds. Our solar-wind fitting should remove the majority of this, and our systematics estimate should account for the residual effects on our estimate of Δ.
Finally, in this very large collection of 818 observations, a few will inevitably have been corrupted by observer error, telescope malfunctions or radio-frequency interference. We therefore constructed a summary plot for each observation showing pulse profile versus time and frequency, smearing within an observing subintegration, and timing residuals relative to the short-term ephemeris used to align the observation. We examined these by eye so that we could excise part or all of any problematic observation. In addition to the standard automatic interference excision provided by the program paz from PSRCHIVE, we found it necessary to manually excise interference from 65 observations and to completely discard 17. Timing model. Traditional pulsar timing models rely on formulae expressing Keplerian, or parameterized post-Keplerian, orbits. No such formulae are known that can handle the classical three-body interactions that occur in this system. We therefore implemented our timing model by directly integrating the equations of motion with a Bulirsch-Stoer integrator 32 , using root-finding methods on the integrator's dense output to compute the pulsar proper time at which each received pulse was emitted. This orbital modelling has only finite accuracy, limited both by the step size of the differential-equation integrator and by the numerical precision with which the millions of steps are accumulated. We addressed truncation error by using an adaptive-step-size integrator with a tolerance parameter; we adjusted this tolerance parameter to obtain a negligible truncation error of approximately 0.1 ns (Extended Data Fig. 2) . To obtain sufficiently small round-off error, we used 80-bit floating point to carry out the integrations. We verified that 80-bit precision was adequate by cross-checking against an implementation using 128-bit floating-point routines, which ran 50 times slower but agreed with the 80-bit results to sufficient accuracy.
The parameters describing a hypothetical timing solution fall into two categories. Some parameters, such as the outer binary period, affect the orbit of the pulsar, requiring a new orbit to be simulated when they are changed. Other parameters, such as the spin frequency of the pulsar, can be determined by a linear least-squares fit once the nonlinear parameters have been set. Because simulating an orbit takes roughly 60 s, and because there are strong covariances between some parameters in the two categories, we carry out the optimization in two nested stages, one a nonlinear downhill optimizer and the other a simple linear least-squares solver. For Bayesian computations, we are able to operate on the nonlinear parameters alone by analytically marginalizing over the linear parameters. This analytical marginalization amounts to using the linear least-squares best-fit values for the linear parameters and adding a correction to the log-probability computed from the linear least-squares fit matrices. The linear (or approximately linear to high accuracy) parameters are as follows. To parameterize the spin of the pulsar, we fit for pulsar spin frequency and frequency derivative. For astrometric parameters, we begin with published values of position and distance 8 , set proper motion to zero and then fit for offsets from these values as linear parameters: position offsets, parallax error and proper motion. We also fit for instrumental delays between telescopes and for a time-independent but frequency-dependent delay due to profile variations with frequency (see above). Finally, to accommodate variations in the dispersion measure to the pulsar, we fit for one dispersion measure value per year (interpolating linearly between these values) and for an interplanetary medium delay (changing as our line of sight passes through different parts of the Solar System; SOLARN0 in TEMPO2 33 ) each year. Our orbital simulations operate on pulse arrival times that have been 'barycentred' by TEMPO2: arrival times measured at an observatory are converted to Letter reSeArCH a suitable relativistic timescale (coordinate barycentric time, TCB), corrected for interstellar medium delays and converted to times the pulse would have arrived at the Solar System barycentre. TEMPO2 provides derivatives of these arrival times with respect to astrometric parameters; we use these derivatives in the linear part of the fitting (a reasonable approximation because the delays associated with the fitted values are well below one millisecond). This ensures that the orbital simulator can operate without knowledge of the pulsar's motion in the plane of the sky or the Earth's motion in the Solar System. However, such an approach necessarily ignores various Kopeikin effects 34 , where our view of the system interacts with orbital fitting. For example, the transverse motion of PSR J0337+1715 in the plane of the sky and the orbital motion of the Earth both change the angle from which we view the pulsar's orbit at any given time, albeit very slightly. We used a sample orbit and a timing formula that correctly combines Earth and pulsar position to confirm that these effects are too small to be important, and also that they are confined to relatively long timescales (one year, one outer orbit, the span of all our observations) that far exceed the approximately 0.8-day timescale of the signature of Δ.
The reduced-dimensionality fitting problem for the nonlinear parameters has some strong covariances (Extended Data Fig. 3 ) despite our attempt to choose a natural parameterization of the orbit. Nevertheless, the posterior distribution seems to be multivariate normal, so Bayesian methods should agree with simpler frequentist calculations. Fit quality and systematics. To evaluate the quality of the fit, we investigate the distribution of timing residuals. Specifically, we consider the distribution of the residuals divided by the formal uncertainties on the corresponding data (Extended Data Fig. 4) . In an ideal situation this distribution should be Gaussian with zero mean and unit standard deviation; in our data the actual scatter exceeds the claimed uncertainties by a factor of 1.164. Although it is common practice in pulsar timing to rescale the formal uncertainties for each telescope so that σ = 1, in our data there are strong correlations between residuals, which motivates a more sophisticated approach to systematics.
Once we have selected a best-fit solution, we compute derivatives of the pulse arrival times with respect to all parameters of the solution. For the linear parameters, no additional computation is necessary, but for the parameters that affect the orbit we compute numerical derivatives using the Python package numdifftools. With this set of partial derivatives we compute the signature of Δ: we take the partial derivative with respect to Δ and then least-squares fit and subtract the partial derivatives with respect to all other parameters. This produces the structure in the pulse arrival times that is uniquely explainable by a change in Δ. Examining this signature, we find that it is nearly sinusoidal, with a frequency of 2f inner − f outer and a specific phase. The amplitude of this sinusoid also provides a conversion factor between amplitude in nanoseconds and size of Δ (which is dimensionless):
, then the signature will be a sinusoidal variation in pulse arrival times with an amplitude of 30 ns.
Why should the signature of an SEP violation be a sinusoid with frequency 2f inner − f outer ? In lunar laser-ranging experiments 4, 35 , the signature of an SEP violation is an offset of the inner orbit in the direction of the outer companion; in Earth-Moon ranging data this should be a signal with frequency f inner − f outer , and indeed the same results are obtained when searching for this sinusoid in the residuals from a general-relativity-obeying fit as when introducing an SEP violation into the physics being integrated 4 . Our observations differ in a key way from the lunar laser-ranging observations: whereas lunar laser ranging measures the Earth-Moon distance directly, in the PSR J0337+1715 system we measure the line-of-sight distance to the pulsar but not (directly) the distance between the pulsar and its inner companion. If, because of an SEP violation, the inner binary separation varies with a frequency f inner − f outer and the pulsar orbits the inner centre of mass with frequency f inner , then our measurements of line-of-sight distance vary as the product of sinusoids at these two frequencies. Therefore, an SEP violation should produce sinusoids at frequencies of both 2f inner − f outer and f outer . The latter frequency can readily be absorbed into fitting the orbital parameters, which are not known a priori, but the former frequency cannot; it is the unique signature of an SEP violation.
We were concerned about systematics that affected our measurement of Δ. The signature computed above shows what structure a systematic should have to influence Δ: a sinusoid of frequency 2f inner − f outer . At this particular frequency we cannot distinguish directly between systematics and genuine physical deviations from general relativity. We therefore look at a collection of harmonically related frequencies, most of which are not associated with known physical effects related to the motion of PSR J0337+1715. Specifically, we look at frequencies kf inner + lf outer for modest integer values of k and l. Given any collection of residuals, we compute a quasi-Fourier representation by least-squares fitting a family of sinusoids to the residuals. Each sinusoid is of the form:
This is not exactly a two-dimensional Fourier series because our data are unevenly sampled, but it resembles such a representation and the sinusoids are approximately orthogonal. In Fig. 2 we show such a quasi-Fourier representation of the residuals from our primary fit, as well as a quasi-Fourier representation of the signature of Δ. Most quasi-Fourier coefficients exceed the formal uncertainties (ellipses), indicating that there is structure in our data at these frequencies. Other quasi-Fourier coefficients, related directly to modelled physical effects, are nearly zero because the fitting procedure has removed most or all of the power at those frequencies. The signature of Δ (red arrow) appears almost entirely in a single quasi-Fourier coefficient, so if we can estimate the typical sizes of quasi-Fourier coefficients due to systematics then we can infer the systematic contribution to Δ. To estimate the typical systematic contribution, we assume that all of the Fourier coefficients are drawn from the same normal distribution, with zero mean. If we could compute the standard deviation of this distribution, then we would know the probability distribution of the quasi-Fourier coefficient that looks like the signature of Δ; we could then infer the systematic uncertainty on our estimate of Δ.
The challenge in working with the Fourier coefficients is that the fitting process unavoidably removes power from some of them. For example, the coefficients at f inner are removed by fitting for asini I (the projected semi-major axis of the inner orbit) and T asc,I (the time of the ascending node of the inner orbit). The full nonlinear fitting process is computationally expensive and requires manual intervention, so we rely on the numerical derivatives that we computed earlier to carry out a linear approximation to our fitting procedure. We therefore repeatedly generated synthetic sets of residuals with systematics drawn from a normal distribution with unit standard deviation. For each synthetic set of residuals, we (linear least-squares) fit and remove the derivatives with respect to all parameters. We then compute the power in the remaining Fourier coefficients and scale the synthetic dataset so that the remaining power matches that in the real dataset. During the fitting we also obtain the systematic contribution to Δ (appropriately rescaled). We collect these Δ values from 10 5 synthetic datasets and then use this distribution to obtain 1σ uncertainties and 95% upper limits on Δ. Timing solution summary. We divide the system parameters into three categories: those we fix in the fitting (Extended Data Table 1 ), those we fit for directly (Extended Data Table 2 ) and those we infer from the fit parameters (taking covariances into account; Extended Data Table 3 ).
Although our fit allows astrometric parameters to vary, these parameters have strong covariances because the ecliptic latitude of the system is only 2.1° and are readily affected by year-long systematics such as uncorrected interplanetary medium effects. We therefore recommend against using the values quoted here for astrometric purposes. In an upcoming work we plan to compare astrometry derived from pulsar timing with that obtained from a very-long-baseline interferometry campaign. Orbital effects. In our timing model we use first-order post-Newtonian equations of motion of three point particles; that is, we neglect orbital effects caused by tidal deformation of the stars and higher-order post-Newtonian effects such as frame dragging 36 and gravitational wave emission 37 . These effects fall off strongly with the distance between objects and, given that even the inner binary of the triple system has a relatively wide orbit (16 light-seconds), are too small to affect our data. Here we estimate the impact of these effects on the measured orbital parameters. Periastron advance. The first-post-Newtonian-order relativistic periastron advance and classical periastron advance caused by three-body interactions are included in the fit, because they are taken into account in the equations of motion. Some additional periastron advance can be caused by tidal deformation of the inner white-dwarf companion of the system 38 or by any higher-order post-Newtonian effects 1, 36 . We calculate the change in the longitude of periastron of the pulsar orbit caused by tidal asymmetry of the companion 39, 40 assuming a tidal Love number of k 2 ≈ 0.01, appropriate for a helium-core white dwarf with an extended envelope 41 : ω = × . This value is about five orders of magnitude smaller than relativistic periastron advance 1 ω = . 0 12 rel°y r −1 and about three orders of magnitude smaller than what can be detected with the current precision of the existing data (see Extended Data Table 2 ). At higher post-Newtonian order, the periastron advance of the inner orbit is dominated by the Lense-Thirring effect, in which interaction of the orbital angular momentum and the spin of the inner white dwarf causes the orbital plane to precess 42 . We estimate this precession to be no greater than Ω = × , even if the white dwarf is rotating as rapidly as once per minute and its angular momentum is aligned with the angular momentum of the inner orbit. Dissipative effects. The tidal deformation of the inner white dwarf can cause a loss of energy from the system (tidal lag), thereby shrinking the orbit. Assuming an effective tidal parameter of Q ≈ 10 7 for the inner white dwarf 41, 43 , we calculate the characteristic timescale of the decrease in the orbital period 39 due to this effect to be τ ≡ / ≈ × P P 2 10 yr p o rb orb 17 . The characteristic timescale of the orbital decay due to gravitational-wave emission is τ gr ≈ 2 × 10 12 yr. The current precision with which we can measure P orb for the inner binary is approximately 10 −8 days.
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This means that we need about 100 years of observations to be able to detect dissipation of the orbit of the inner binary due to gravitational-wave emission and about 10 4 years to detect the dissipation due to tidal deceleration. Theoretical implications. Our central result is that, in the same gravitational field, the fractional difference in accelerations |Δ| between a 1.4359-solar-mass pulsar and a white dwarf is no more than 2.6 × 10 −6 (at 95% confidence). We can compare this directly to a previous test in which the pulsar PSR J1713+0747 and its white-dwarf companion were observed falling in the Galactic potential 6 ; this test constrains |Δ| to less than 2 × 10 −3 (95% confidence), so our result is an improvement by three orders of magnitude. That said, we would like to compare our result to the weak-field SEP test carried out by lunar laser ranging or to indirect limits on SEP violations that come from upper bounds on gravitational dipole radiation. Such comparisons require a theoretical framework.
The logical structure of equivalence principles that lead to general relativity is complicated 44 , but the key idea here is the relationship between the universality of free fall and the SEP. The universality of free fall is something that we can demand of any theory of gravity, whether Newtonian or post-Newtonian. It is frequently restricted to apply only to objects without strong self-gravity, because the nonlinear superposition of gravity in post-Newtonian theories could easily lead to violations of the universality of free fall in cases where the strong self-gravity of an object interacts with some external gravitational field. The SEP extends this requirement to cover systems with strong self-gravity and places additional requirements on local position invariance and local Lorentz invariance-all of which are also required to apply to systems with strong self-gravity. The complete SEP poses a very stringent constraint on the form that the nonlinearity of gravity can take, sufficiently so that very few theories satisfy the full SEP 2 . Our result thus tests the intersection of these two principles: we test the universality of free fall in the SEP regime in which bodies have potentially significant self-gravity. Further, in our system only one of the objects, the pulsar, has gravity firmly in the postNewtonian regime. This permits violations of the SEP and the universality of free fall to be parameterized simply by allowing the gravitational and inertial masses of the pulsar to differ ; consequently, the (strongfield) Nordtvedt parameter is | | η < . × − 2 6 10 N 5 and we appear to improve on the lunar laser-ranging result substantially. However, the phenomenon of (potential) SEP violation arises from the interior of the pulsar, where the first post-Newtonian order is an insufficient approximation. Directly comparing weak-field η N and strong-field η N depends on having a strong-field theory of gravity. Unfortunately, no completely general framework exists for describing strong-field effects, so it is necessary to specialize to specific families of strong-field theories of gravity. An overview of the space of possibilities is provided in ref. 16 . Within the context of tensor-(multi-)scalar theories, there is a parameterization of the second post-Newtonian order that involves only four parameters 45 : the β and γ parameters of standard parameterized post-Newtonian models, along with ε and ζ, which describe the second-post-Newtonian-order effects. Combining the lunar laser-ranging constraint on η N = 4β − γ − 1 with our constraint on Δ, we infer a limit of |ε/2 + ζ| < 10 . Nevertheless, in the interior of a neutron star, the second-post-Newtonian-order approximation may not be sufficient either 14, 15 . It has been suggested 46 that pulsar timing results could be described in terms of constraints on scalar coupling constants α j for the bodies involved. The values for these coupling constants depend on the scalar-tensor theory being considered and the equation of state assumed for the neutron star. Expressing the constraints in this way gathers almost all the theory and equation-of-state dependence in these α j parameters, providing a nearly theory-independent way of comparing pulsar timing results. In our case, this is straightforward, because |Δ| = |α o (α p − α i )| < 2.6 × 10 . Here α i and α o are coupling constants for the inner and outer white dwarfs, respectively, equal to a weak-field coupling constant in many theories, and α p is the scalar coupling constant for this pulsar, which has a mass of 1.4359 solar masses. Limits on dipole gravitational radiation constrain (α p − α i ) 2 , implying a different dependence on theory parameters. Some theories, including TeVeS 47 , predict that α p = α i = α o ; therefore, these theories cannot be constrained by our result 21, 48 . A family of tensor-multi-scalar theories with first-post-Newtonian-order terms that agree exactly with general relativity but that have strong-field behaviour parameterized by β′ and β″ has been introduced previously 19 . Our Δ measurement implies |β′| < 3.5 × 10 −3
; combining this with existing results 49 also implies |β″| < 1. However, this family of theories has serious theoretical problems, including the presence of negative-energy excitations.
The standard framework for comparing strong-field tests of general relativity involves the quasi-Brans-Dicke theories 17 , which are parameterized by α 0 and β 0 . Standard Brans-Dicke gravity arises in the special case β 0 = 0, in which the BransDicke parameter ω BD is related to α 0 by α ω = + − (2 3) 0 2 BD 1 . Quasi-Brans-Dicke theories can, under certain circumstances, arise as local approximations to theories in which the scalar has a potential that causes it to vary on cosmological scales 17 . In Solar System tests, the relevant quantity is |α 0 |, and by making this small enough weak-field deviations from general relativity can be suppressed enough to pass any given test. Assuming standard Brans-Dicke gravity, the Cassini Shapiro delay measurement 20 requires ω BD to be greater than about 15,000; the constraint that we derive implies that ω BD is greater than about 73,000 (95% confidence). However, assuming quasi-Brans-Dicke gravity, for sufficiently negative values of β 0 massive pulsars can undergo 'spontaneous scalarization' and acquire an order-unity deviation from general relativity regardless of the weak-field behaviour of the theory. In other words, regardless of how well Solar System tests constrain the weak-field behaviour of gravity, this family of theories can still exhibit strong-field behaviour that differs substantially from general relativity.
Using this quasi-Brans-Dicke family of theories, combined with a neutron-star equation of state, we can compare SEP tests with pulsars of different masses; in the weak field, we can also compare our result with tests based on the absence of dipole gravitational radiation. Dipole gravitational radiation can arise only if the centre of gravitational mass of a binary is not the same as the centre of inertial mass. Thus, dipole gravitational radiation implies an SEP violation, but relating such upper limits to direct SEP tests requires a specific theory. Within the quasi-Brans-Dicke framework, if we choose an equation of state then we can integrate the generalized Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations 17 to compute both Δ for that neutron star and the degree to which it produces gravitational dipole radiation. Following ref. 22 we choose a very stiff equation of state ('.20' from ref. 25 ; the maximum mass for a neutron star in this equation of state is 2.6 solar masses; stiffer equations of state lead to less-constraining limits from pulsar-based tests). In this family of theories, and with this equation of state, we evaluate constraints from our result, from existing wide binaries 50 , from lunar laser ranging 4 , from an SEP test measuring the location of the Solar System barycentre with MESSENGER 3 , from the Cassini Shapiro delay measurement 20 and from gravitational-dipole-radiation upper limits on two pulsar-white dwarf systems 21, 22 . The results are plotted in Fig. 3 . All upper limits are at the 95% confidence level. The parameterized post-Newtonian parameters β and γ are proportional to α 0 2 , so comparing the parameterized post-Newtonian values doubles the number of orders-of-magnitude difference between tests relative to comparing α 0 . The constraint derived from the motion of PSR J0337+1715, in addition to being a direct strong-field test of the SEP, improves substantially on existing theory constraints for most values of β 0 .
Because this family of theories supports spontaneous scalarization, comparing constraints becomes complicated when β 0 is less than about −4; the occurrence of spontaneous scalarization depends on both β 0 and the equation of state of neutron-star matter. Because spontaneous scalarization gives a pulsar a scalar coupling of order unity regardless of the weak-field behaviour of the theory, almost any theory constraint on a pulsar rules out the occurrence of spontaneous scalarization for pulsars with similar masses. Our constraint does not substantially assist in this process, because the mass of the pulsar in PSR J0337+1715 (1.4359 solar masses) is not very different from that in PSR 1738+0333. The pulsar mass ranges for which spontaneous scalarization remains possible 24 are around 1.6 solar masses and above 2 solar masses; ruling these out will require either (indirect) SEP tests on pulsars in these mass ranges or ruling out certain equations of state. These SEP tests may come about as a result of gravitational-wave observations of inspirals involving neutron stars of appropriate masses. Expected sensitivities suggest that even Advanced LIGO may not be able to carry out these tests to sufficient accuracy, but that its successors, Cosmic Explorer and the Einstein Telescope, may be able to rule out spontaneous scalarization if suitable inspirals are detected 24 . Precision timing of other pulsar binaries may also be able to rule out spontaneous scalarization if pulsars in suitable mass ranges are found. Studies of the neutron-star equation of state, such as those using NICER 51 , may also rule out spontaneous scalarization. When spontaneous scalarization does not occur, constraints on alternative theories are determined almost entirely by the sensitivity of current tests; in this regime, as shown in Fig. 3 , the constraint we derive from PSR J0337+1715 sets the current limits, and gravitational-wave observations even with the Cosmic Explorer and Einstein Telescope are not likely to improve on them 24 . On the contrary, the insensitivity of these telescopes to energy losses due to dipole gravitationalwave losses implies that these effects can be ignored when generating template gravitational-wave signatures for the Cosmic Explorer and Einstein Telescope when spontaneous scalarization does not occur. Because templates are generated for 
